Well advised with vitero as Solution
Case Study: Use of vitero at the ERGO Insurance Group
ERGO is one of the biggest insurance groups in Germany and Europe and offers their customers a
wide range of insurances, provision and services. ‘Insuring means understanding’: The company’s
promise to its customers also applies to sales partners, employees and trainees. To live up to
its own resolution ERGO offers them a broad range of trainings and further education. This offer
has been complemented with virtual trainings for 15 years already. In March 2015, as a result of
increasing requirements, ERGO decided for new software to carry out virtual trainings: vitero.

No Installation necessary
“The time was ripe for a new
tool”, says Dr Erkens, Head
of Learning & Development
at ERGO. Easy handling,
versatile fields of application
as well as the technology
and safety settings played a
big role. “New programs had
to work without available
Flash, ActiveX or installation.

Use of vitero within the bounds of the initiative
‘well advised’ at ERGO. More about the initiative
at www.gutberaten.de.

They also had to work on
thin client workstations.”
“It was important to us that
our data is safely located on
German servers in a German
company”, Mr. Abs, Head of
Training and Sales Promotion
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at ERGO, points out the
compliance with the Federal
Data Protection Act. The new
software should also meet the
requirements of the initiative
‘well advised’ of the insurance
industry for virtual trainings..

Solution instead of just
Software
The introduction of new
software in a company is not
easy. The approval of the
works council, the acceptance
of the employees and a
reliable, competent and fast
support by the developer are
as crucial as functionality
and operation. “In the past
few years we worked with
different programs. But we
think very hard about which
software we use”, adds Mr.
Abs. “We have developed a
very good implementation
concept – together with eur.
When a problem came up, we
always got a quick solution”,
says Ms Erkens. “With vitero
we not just bought software,
but a solution for our virtual
trainings.”

Kunde

Challenges
o

Competent solution in German
instead of just software

o

Adhere to the rules of
‘gut beraten’ and receive
credit points for further
training in a webinar

o

Stick to IT safety regulations
and privacy policy

o

Increase virtual trainings in
the company to reduce costs

vitero Solution
o

Individual support for
the introduction and
use of the software

o

Development of a training
concept including the
possibilities of vitero

o

Low software requirements
– without any installation
or dependences
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- Main Room (Session code: 20b3b12d)
Teilnehmer-Interaktion, die für die Vergabe derERGO
Weiterbildungspunkte
mit
dem Modul vitero monitoring+ getrackt wird.

Interaction – Point by
Point
The module vitero
monitoring+ is an example
for jointly developed
solutions which has been
used for trainings as part of
the initiative ‘well advised’.
As proof of a successful
participation, the presence as
well as the active cooperation
of the participants had to
be documented. The module
records the participation in the
interactions which are offered
by the trainer and assigns, if
appropriate, one credit point.
Afterwards the collected data
can be exported and evaluated
as CSV file via the Vitero
Management System.

Everything from one
Source
Beside vitero monitoring+
the virtual classroom software
vitero was adjusted for
optimal use to the requests
of ERGO. “With every request
we could turn to vitero with
a good feeling and were never
left alone”, says Dr Erkens.
vitero’s holistic approach
goes far beyond providing
software – with moderation
trainings, didactic advice,
project support, software
customization and a German
speaking support team for
technical issues.
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response is completely positive;
there is acceptance – especially
in the sales department. The
feedback was that the tool
should be introduced area-wide
immediately. I personally would
not like to work with any other
tool.”
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Versatile Application
With vitero’s support ERGO
has been able to include
the software into regular
operation after four months.
“We do not only use vitero
for our ‘well advised’ webinars
or the product training for
our over 9,000 sales partners
in Germany”, Mr. Abs sums
up, “but also for the training
supervision of our distribution
partners, as an addition
to presence events or for
Facebook-trainings for our
employees.” “Our technical
in-house support also uses
app-sharing in the vitero
Corporate Café to train
applications”, adds Ms Erkens.

vitero GmbH
Nobelstraße 15
70569 Stuttgart

www.vitero.de
E-Mail: info@vitero.de
Tel.: +49(0) 711/686 89 88 - 0
Fax: +49(0) 711/686 89 88 - 80

With this, ERGO shows how
versatile virtual classrooms
can be used successfully in
modern companies.

Internal Feedback
throughout positive
“In times of digitalization
and increasing cost pressure,
ERGO has discovered
the advantages of virtual
classrooms. With vitero we
have found a tool with which
everything works not only in
theory, but also in practice”,
says Dr Erkens. “Things are
moving with vitero!”, Mr. Abs
summarizes his experience
with the software. “The

Dr. Sabine Erkens
Head of Learning & Development,
ERGO Group
“We developed a very good concept
– together with vitero. We could
turn to vitero with a good feeling
and were never left alone. When
a problem came up, we always
received a quick solution. Be
it technical support during the
project implementation, moderation
trainings or didactic advice and
technical support – everything from
one single source. With vitero we
not just bought software, but a
solution for our virtual trainings.”

